JOIN US FOR A VIRTUAL DISCUSSION

OHIO AND THE 2020 ELECTION

Monday, Oct. 5, 2020, from 4-5 p.m.

Featuring Professor David Giffels, author of “Barnstorming Ohio: To Understand America”, and Dr. John C. Green, director emeritus of the Ray C. Bliss Institute of Applied Politics

Please contact Kim Haverkamp at 330-972-5155 or kh1@uakron.edu to register

As a historic 2020 presidential election approaches, “Barnstorming Ohio” is David Giffels’ account of a year on Ohio’s roads, visiting people and places that offer valuable reflections of the national questions and concerns, as well as astounding electoral clairvoyance — since 1896, Ohio has accurately chosen the winner in 29 of 31 presidential elections, more than any other state.

The question of America’s identity has rarely been more urgent than now, and no American place has ever been more reflective of that identity than Ohio. Giffels, a lifelong resident of the “bellwether” state, has spent a quarter century writing and thinking about what it means to live in what he calls “an all-American buffet, an uncannily complete everyplace.”
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